CANOPY LEVEL CHLOROPHYLL FLUORESCENCE AND THE PRI IN A CORNFIELD
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ABSTRACT

Two bio-indicators, the Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) and solar-induced red and far-red Chlorophyll Fluorescence (SIF), were derived from directional hyperspectral observations and studied in a cornfield on two contrasting days in the growing season. Both red and far-red SIF exhibited higher values on the day when the canopy in the early senescent stage, but only the far-red SIF showed sensitivity to viewing geometry. Consequently, the red/far-red SIF ratio varied greatly among azimuth positions while the largest values were obtained for the “hotspot” at both growth stages. This ratio was lower (~0.88 ± 0.4) in early July than in August when the ratio approached equivalence (near ~1). In concert, the PRI exhibited stronger responses to both zenith and azimuth angles and different values on the two growth stages. The potential of using these indices to monitor photosynthetic activities needs further investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Determining the health and vigor of vegetation using high spectral resolution remote sensing techniques is a critical component in monitoring productivity from both natural and managed ecosystems and their feedbacks to climate [1]. Two spectrally based indices now used in field studies to assess whether vegetation is performing near-optimally or exhibiting symptoms of environmental stress (e.g., drought or nutrient deficiency, non-optimal temperatures, etc.) are the Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) [2] and solar-induced red and far-red Chlorophyll Fluorescence (SIF)[3-5]. Both the PRI and SIF express the dynamics of photosynthetic function within green foliage: the PRI is based on reflected radiation in the green spectrum associated with photoprotection via the xanthophyll cycle [2,6-9], whereas SIF [10] measures the absorbed photosynthetically active radiation discarded through emissions, rather than being utilized for photosynthesis. Our previous research demonstrates that the PRI displays directional responses that are strongly expressed and which can be related to the sunlit and shaded canopy fractions [6-9, 11-13]. Here, we examine the directional characteristics of red and far-red SIF and their ratio (red/far-red SIF ratio), and compare with those simultaneously acquired for the PRI, in a cornfield at two growth stages in 2010.

2. METHODS

In a USDA-ARS experimental field site located in Beltsville, MD, USA, canopy optical and biophysical measurements were acquired for a corn crop throughout the 2010 growing season, with the results from two growth stages are described here. Canopy passive optical measurements were made at nadir and for directional observations with a USB4000 Miniature Fiber Optic Spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, Florida, USA) at several times of day, to enable retrieval of SIF and PRI as a function view zenith angle (VZA, $\theta_v$) and relative azimuth angle (RAA, $\psi$) at different times of day. The PRI is a normalized difference index (computed as the difference divided the sum) for reflectance measured at 531 nm and 570 nm [3]. SIF was determined from retrievals in the atmospheric oxygen absorption features centered at 688 and 760 nm using a modified Fraunhofer Line Depth (FLD) method [5].
Figure 1. The daily average values for the red and far-red SIF (a,b), their ratio (a,b,c,d), and the PRI (c,d) obtained at four view zenith angles (VZA = 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°) with eight relative azimuth angles (RAA = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, 315°) on two field days in 2010 -- July 1 (left) and August 9 (right). Y axes are: F(W/m²/sr/nm) and PRI (left side) and SIF ratio(right side).

3. RESULTS

We examined the SIF measured in situ with various directional viewing configurations on two contrasting days during the 2010 growing season that represent early (July 1) vs. late (Aug. 9) vegetative canopy conditions for the cornfield. The young canopy on July 1, comprised entirely of healthy, green foliage at ~1 m height, was actively growing and relatively unstressed. One month later in August, the lower canopy had begun to senesce after the mature canopy had attained full height (~2 m) and entered the early senescent stage (R3). Daily averages for canopy remote sensing observations [Fig. 1] acquired in complete 360° azimuth sweeps at three VZAs (θv = 30°, 45°, 60°) differed significantly: (a) for the SIF at the two growth stages, and (b) for SIF vs. PRI at both growth stages. For the young crop, SIF in the red band [Fig. 1a] was relatively constant at ~0.0055 ± 0.0025 W/m²/sr/nm at all viewing conditions (3 θv, 8 ψ) whereas far-red SIF was slightly higher and increased for θv 30°→60° (0.0055-0.0067 W/m²/sr/nm).

SIF in both bands was greater in the mature canopy [Fig. 1b] where average SIF decreased for θv 30°→60°. But, the red SIF at this stage remained relatively insensitive to RAA differences, declining only slightly at the oblique θv = 60° (~0.0061 to 0.0058 W/m²/sr/nm). However, the average far-red SIF exhibited a significant decrease (from 0.0065 to 0.006 W/m²/sr/nm) at oblique θv, and significant variation with ψ. The highest far-red SIF in the mature canopy was obtained at smaller θv (nadir, 30°) and near the “coldspot” associated with shaded foliage at each θv. These responses affected the red/far-red SIF ratios; the largest ratio values were obtained for the “hotspot” (ψ = 0°) at both growth stages. This ratio was lower (~0.88 ± 0.4) in early July, indicating relatively more red than far-red SIF was emitted from the canopy, than in August when the ratio approached equivalence (near ~1) [Fig. 1 a,b] but varied greatly among azimuth positions at each θv (0.83 – 1.07) and, most important, was highest for any θv at the hotspot. In concert, the PRI exhibited stronger directional responses than the SIF ratio, and showed consistent patterns with RAA variations, where for both growth stages the higher PRI values retrieved at any θv were associated with the coldspot [Fig. 1 c,d]. The average PRI increased with θv in the young “unstressed” crop, but was more influenced by azimuth position in the mature crop. Clearly, the directional trends for the PRI and the SIF ratio exhibit inverse patterns [Fig. 1 c,d].

The daily averages (X ± SE) are summarized for these results [Fig. 2] along the solar principal plane for the hotspot (RAA = 0°, orange bars) and the coldspot (RAA = 180°, purple bars); nadir values (green bars) are included for comparison. For the young canopy, daily averaged red SIF was equal for hotspot vs. coldspot vs. nadir, at each θv [Fig.
A similar pattern in the mature canopy was obtained at the hotspot, coldspot, and nadir viewing positions for red SIF, but values were somewhat higher and more variable [Fig. 2b]. However, the SIF ratio exhibited higher values at the hotspot at both growth stages, a trend that continued and was more strongly expressed in the mature canopy where a significantly lower SIF ratio was obtained at nadir [Fig. 2c,d]. In contrast to the SIF ratio, the PRI in the mature crop was significantly higher for the coldspot at each $\theta_V$, as compared to either the hotspot or nadir [Fig. 2f]. A similar but less well developed PRI pattern occurred in the young crop [Fig. 2e].

A better understanding is gained by examining the morning vs. afternoon observations [Fig. 3]. Here, the bar chart provides the hotspots as orange (AM) or brown (PM), the coldspots as purple (AM) or navy (PM), and nadir as either light green (AM) or dark green (PM). Clearly, lower red SIF was obtained in AM vs. PM in the young canopy [Fig. 3a]. By Aug. 9, the red SIF in the morning had increased and was more variable [Fig. 3b]. The SIF ratio was higher in the hotspots vs. coldspots during mornings (both dates, Fig. 3 c,d), a trend that was more pronounced in the mature stage when the nadir values (AM, PM) were lowest. The PRI values in the mature crop were noticeably lower for any pair (e.g., hotspot at $\theta_V = 30^\circ$) for morning vs. afternoon [Fig. 3f]. Moreover, higher PRI values in the coldspot than the hotspot were observed for all examples in the mature growth stage [Fig. 3f], a trend that was also apparent but not significant in the young crop [Fig. 3e].

### 4. SUMMARY

Two spectral indices (PRI, SIF ratio) provided complementary information on the photosynthetic function of a corn canopy in 2010 at early vegetative and reproductive growth stages. More research is needed to understand the interrelationship of the PRI, SIF and photosynthetic function using remote sensing observations.
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Figure 2. The daily average values (mean ± SE) for the hotspot (RAA = 0°; orange bars), coldspot (RAA = 180°, purple bars), and nadir (RAA = 0°, green bars) along the solar principal plane were extracted from the full azimuth polar set, obtained at four VZAs (0°, 30°, 45°, 60°) on July 1 (a,c,e on left) and August 9 (b,d,f on right) in 2010.

Figure 3. The average morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) values for three variables are shown: red SIF, top row; SIF ratio, middle row; PRI, bottom row. Results are for the hotspot (orange or brown bars; mean ± SE), coldspot (purple or navy bars), and nadir (light green or dark green bars) along the solar principal plane were extracted from the full azimuth polar set, obtained at four VZAs (0°, 30°, 45°, 60°) on July 1 (a,c,e on left) and August 9 (b,d,f on right) in 2010.